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As recognized, adventure as skillfully as experience virtually lesson, amusement, as well as settlement can be gotten by just checking
out a books American Whiskey Bourbon Rye with it is not directly done, you could acknowledge even more regarding this life,
concerning the world.
We find the money for you this proper as with ease as simple showing off to get those all. We come up with the money for American
Whiskey Bourbon Rye and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. accompanied by them is this
American Whiskey Bourbon Rye that can be your partner.

Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey Sep 18 2021 On May 4, 1964, Congress designated bourbon as a distinctive product of the United
States, and it remains the only spirit produced in this country to enjoy such protection. Its history stretches back almost to the founding
of the nation and includes many colorful characters, both well known and obscure, from the hatchet-wielding prohibitionist Carry
Nation to George Garvin Brown, who in 1872 created Old Forester, the first bourbon to be sold only by the bottle. Although obscured
by myth, the history of bourbon reflects the history of our nation. Historian Michael R. Veach reveals the true story of bourbon in
Kentucky Bourbon Whiskey. Starting with the Whiskey Rebellion of the 1790s, he traces the history of this unique beverage through
the Industrial Revolution, the Civil War, Prohibition, the Great Depression, and up to the present. Veach explores aspects of bourbon
that have been ignored by others, including the technology behind its production, the effects of the Pure Food and Drug Act, and how
Prohibition contributed to the Great Depression. The myths surrounding bourbon are legion, but Veach separates fact from legend.
While the true origin of the spirit may never be known for certain, he proposes a compelling new theory. With the explosion of superpremium bourbons and craft distilleries and the establishment of the Kentucky Bourbon Trail, interest in bourbon has never been
higher. Veach shines a light on its pivotal place in our national heritage, presenting the most complete and wide-ranging history of
bourbon available.
Whiskey Tasting Journal Bourbon & Rye Jul 05 2020 There are a lot of blank tasting journals for sale. This one is a guided
experience. I tell you what to expect from your Bourbon or Rye and where those flavors come from. I also include a recommended
scoring guide.
Whiskey Review Journal Jun 03 2020 The purpose of this ultimate whiskey pub crawl planner is to keep all your various whiskey
drinking information, all drinking thoughts organized in one easy to find spot.
American Whiskey, Bourbon & Rye Nov 01 2022 The bible of American whiskeys, bourbons, and ryes is updated! Arranged
alphabetically by distillery and then brand, this revised edition features 300 whiskeys—with nearly 100 new entries. In addition to
information on buying and choosing whiskey, every entry includes the maker's contact details and products, plus a full account of each
bottling, including: age, proof, nose, color, body, palate, price, and rating.
The Curious Bartender: An Odyssey of Malt, Bourbon & Rye Whiskies Aug 18 2021 An innovative, captivating tour of the finest
whiskies the world has to offer, brought to you by bestselling author and whisky connoisseur Tristan Stephenson. Tristan explores the
origins of whisky, from the extraordinary Chinese distillation pioneers well over 2,000 years ago to the discovery of the medicinal
‘aqua vitae’ (water of life), through to the emergence of what we know as whisky. Explore the magic of malting, the development of
flavour and the astonishing barrel-ageing process as you learn about how whisky is made. In the main chapter, Tristan takes us on a
journey through 56 distilleries around the world, exploring their remarkable quirks, unique techniques and flavours, featuring all new
location photography from the Scottish Highlands to Tennessee. After that, you might choose to make the most of Tristan’s bar skills
with some inspirational whisky-based cocktails. This fascinating, comprehensive book is sure to appeal to whisky aficionados and
novices alike.
Whiskey Cocktails Aug 30 2022 Craft the perfect whiskey cocktail! Enjoy over 100 whiskey cocktail recipes, featuring your favorite
spirit! From the Manhattan to the Mint Julep, whiskey is the foundation of some of the most iconic, old-school cocktails, and its
renaissance has led to an array of innovative new creations. Whether you prefer your drinks tart and refreshing or complex and spiritforward, this artfully curated collection features over 100 recipes for whiskey, bourbon, and rye cocktails as well as distillery profiles
on Buffalo Trace, Four Roses, Hartfield & Co., Heaven Hill, Jack Daniel's, Jim Beam, Maker's Mark, Willett, and Woodford Reserve.
This high-quality gift book includes recipes for all of these libations and more: *Gentleman's Manhattan *Perfect Old Fashioned *Rob
Roy *Southern Charm *Hot Toddy *Pomegranate Smash *Tennessee Mule *Vieux Carrè *Maker's Boulevardier *Jack and Ginger
*Black Manhattan *Buffalo Smash *Whiskey Sling *Sazerac *South of NY Sour *Blackberry Sage Julep With such a wide variety of

enduring classics and modern originals to choose from, Whiskey Cocktails is an essential guide for those looking to craft an
impeccable drink.
Drink Whiskey Jun 27 2022 "With dozens of enduring classics and modern originals to choose from, Drink Whiskey is an essential
guide for those looking to craft an impeccable drink. Inside an irresistible amber foil hardcover, you’ll find 40+ gorgeous photographs,
and Drink Whiskey features over 60 top-notch recipes for classic and craft cocktails made with the well-loved spirit. Plus, easy recipes
for gorgeous craft cocktail ingredients, from syrups to garnishes, as well as distillery profiles on Buffalo Trace, Four Roses, Hartfield
& Co., Heaven Hill, Jack Daniel's, Jim Beam, Maker’s Mark, Willett, and Woodford Reserve. Enjoy the rich and fascinating history of
whiskey and make it the go-to staple of your home bar."--Amazon.com
The Curious Bartender Nov 28 2019 Offers a brief history of whiskey, profiles sixty distilleries from around the world, and features a
selection of whiskey-based cocktails.
Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon Jan 29 2020 Learn about one of the most impactful distilleries in American history in this comprehensive
tale Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon tells the fascinating tale of the Buffalo Trace Distillery, from the time of the earliest explorations of
Kentucky to the present day. Author and award-winning spirits expert F. Paul Pacult takes readers on a journey through history that
covers the American Revolutionary War, U.S Civil War, two World Wars, Prohibition, and the Great Depression. Buffalo, Barrels, &
Bourbon covers the pedigree and provenance of the Buffalo Trace Distillery: The larger-than-life personalities that over a century and a
half made Buffalo Trace Distillery what it is today Detailed accounts on how many of the distillery’s award-winning and world-famous
brands were created The impact of world events, including multiple depressions, weather-related events, and major conflicts, on the
distillery Belonging on the shelf of anyone with an interest in American spirits and history, Buffalo, Barrels, & Bourbon is a
compelling must-read.
The Little Book of Whiskey May 15 2021 This complete guide to whiskey explores the history, traditions, and types along with
tasting tips and 25 recipes for drinks and perfect pairings. Whiskey is not just your dad’s drink. From Scotland’s grand traditions to
America’s recent distillery boom, there’s plenty to explore, appreciate, and enjoy. Whether you’re a whiskey veteran or newly initiated
to the “Water of Life,” The Little Book of Whiskey is your ideal guide to knowing your whiskey—and getting the most out of it.
Award-winning food and spirits writer Lynda Balsley explains the storied origins of whiskey, the differences between Scotch and
Bourbon, and what to look for when you sniff and sip. She also offers tips on how to host a whiskey tasting and recipes for perfect
whiskey cocktails and foods that pair perfectly with your favorite malt.
The Whiskey Rebellion and the Rebirth of Rye Oct 20 2021 A short history of rye whiskey's founding, floundering, and current
flourishing in Pittsburgh. The book takes reader on a fun tour of the Whiskey Rebellion, the role of Pittsburgh robber barons in
developing the rye industry, and the rebirth of craft distillery in the twentieth century. Includes an illustrated guide to making rye
whiskey and recipes.
Big Whiskey (The Revised Second Edition) Jul 29 2022 An updated edition of Big Whiskey, the definitive guide to the American
Whiskey Trail. This updated edition of the definitive guide to the American Whiskey Trail is comprehensive collection of the whiskey,
bourbon, and rye made by the best distillers in Kentucky and Tennessee. Full color images throughout showcase each and every bottle
and label, behind-the-scenes images, and the beauty of the Whiskey Trail. Interviews with renowned distillers provide incredible
insight into how whiskey is made. Locals and tourists alike will discover new distillers and expressions that are sure to satisfy any and
all tastes. Big Whiskey is the perfect gift for the whiskey lover in your life.
Single Malt Jul 25 2019 A follow-up to his bestselling American Whiskey, Bourbon & Rye: A Guide to the Nation's Favorite Spirit,
Clay Risen's Single Malt is an introduction to the long history, fascinating science, and incredible diversity of malted whisky, as well
as a practical drinker's guide to buying and enjoying hundreds of the greatest examples of the distiller's tradition. With maps of
essential whisky regions of Scotland, profiles of each of the makers, and photographs of the bottles and tasting notes for each of the
most widely available expressions--compiled from tasting sessions conducted by a panel of leading whisky experts--readers will
discover a rich vein of knowledge about one of the world's most storied beverages. Selected from more than one hundred active
distilleries in Scotland, the 330 expressions featured in this book provide a curated yet comprehensive primer of the single-malt
whiskies any growing aficionado should be familiar with. Additional features include a directory of distilleries, Risen's top whisky
picks in various categories, and a full index of the expressions featured in the book.
The Curious Bartender’s Guide to Malt, Bourbon & Rye Whiskies Jun 15 2021 A captivating introduction to the world of fine
whiskies, brought to you by bestselling author, restaurateur, bar-owner and world-class drinks connoisseur Tristan Stephenson. Tristan
explores the origins of whisky, from the extraordinary Chinese distillation pioneers well over 2,000 years ago to the discovery of the
medicinal ‘aqua vitae’ (water of life), through to the emergence of what we know as whisky. Explore the magic of malting, the
development of flavour and the astonishing barrel-ageing process as you learn about how whisky is made. After that, you might choose
to make the most of Tristan’s bar skills with some inspirational house-blends and whisky-based cocktails. This fascinating, entertaining
and comprehensive book is sure to appeal to aficionados and novices alike.
Tasting Whiskey May 03 2020 Pour a stiff drink and crack open this comprehensive guide to everything there is to know about the
world’s greatest whiskeys. Exploring the traditions behind bourbon, Scotch, Irish, and even Japanese whiskey, you’ll discover how
unique flavors are created through variations of ingredients and different distilling techniques. With advice on how to collect, age, and
serve whiskey, as well as suggestions for proven food pairings, you’ll be inspired to share your knowledge and invite your friends over
for a delicious whiskey tasting party.
Bourbon Curious Oct 08 2020 "The world has been waiting for this book." —Jeffrey Morganthaler, author of The Bar Book and
Drinking Distilled In Bourbon Curious: A Tasting Guide for the Savvy Drinker, award-winning whiskey writer and Wall Street Journal
best-selling author Fred Minnick creates an easy-to-read interactive tasting journey that helps you select barrel-aged bourbons based on
your flavor preferences. Using the same tasting principles he offers in his Kentucky Derby Museum classes and as a judge at the San
Francisco World Spirits Competition, Minnick cuts to the chase, dismissing brand marketing and judging only the flavor of this allAmerican whiskey. Bourbon Curious groups bourbon into four main flavor profiles—grain, nutmeg, caramel, and cinnamon. While
many bourbons boast all four flavor notes, one delicious sensation typically overpowers the rest. This book reveals more than 50
bourbon brands' predominate tastes and suggests cocktail recipes to complement them. In addition, Minnick spends some time busting

bourbon's myths; unraveling its mysteries; and exploring distiller secrets, disclosing the recipes you won't find on a bottle's label. This
updated edition contains all the best new bourbons and revised tasting notes on any bourbons that have undergone a substantial change
since the original edition. And like good-tasting bourbon, Bourbon Curious is approachable to all!
Bourbon Is My Comfort Food Jul 17 2021 Bourbon Is My Comfort Food reveals the delicious beauty of bourbon cocktails and the
joy of creating them. Whether readers are new to bourbon or steeped in its history and myriad uses, they will gain the knowledge to
make great bourbon cocktails, share them with friends and family, and expand their whiskey horizons—because the only thing better
than bourbon is sharing it with a friend. From building your home bar to basics on cocktail technique, Heather Wibbels showcases
more than 140 variations on classic bourbon cocktails—like the Old-Fashioned, the Manhattan, Whiskey Sours, Highballs, Juleps, and
more—in approachable ways. The book also features several Cocktail Labs, which invite readers to explore classic cocktail elements
and experiment with flavors, textures, infusions, syrups, and garnishes. But more than that, Bourbon Is My Comfort Food is a
celebration of ten years of bourbon education and cocktails by Bourbon Women, the first group dedicated to women and their love of
the spirit. Wibbels celebrates with cocktails from the Bourbon Women leadership team, branches across the nation, and winners from
the group's annual Not Your Pink Drink contest. Get out your cocktail shaker and explore the wide world of bourbon cocktails with
Heather Wibbels and Bourbon Women!
American Rye Nov 08 2020 What is going on with rye whiskey? Suddenly both experienced and new whiskey lovers are turning to
rye as their primary object of interest. And just as suddenly the market is flooded with new offerings of this "old fashioned" spirit--the
growth from just a dozen brands 15 years ago to more than 225 today is unprecedented. Author and spirits expert Clay Risen now
offers a road map to the phenomena of rye. A detailed introduction includes a history of rye, how it's distilled, aged, and earns its
distinguishing qualities. Sections include info on how to start collecting rye, read a whiskey label, and how to have a whiskey tasting.
Extensive rye whiskey accounts are organized alphabetically by distillery and brand and each of more than 225 expressions include a
color photo of the bottle, info on proof, age, average price, tasting notes (nose, palate, finish), and is rated on a four-star scale. The
author with a group of expert tasters "blind tasted" each and every one--a first for a spirits book of this scale. The result is a
groundbreakingly innovative and invaluable asset for the whiskey lover navigating the world of American rye.
Bourbon Justice Mar 13 2021 Brian Haara recounts the development of commercial laws that guided the United States from an often
reckless laissez-faire mentality, through the growing pains of industrialization, past the overcorrection of Prohibition, and into its final
state as a nation of laws.
The Book of Bourbon and Other Fine American Whiskeys Dec 22 2021 Proclaimed a masterwork when it was originally published in
1995, The Book of Bourbon and Other Fine American Whiskeys by Gary Regan and Mardee Haidin Regan runs the gamut of
American whiskey. This widely acclaimed work contains details on every aspect of American whiskey up to the mid-1990s. This
landmark book contains a concise look at how whiskey in America evolved from the time of the Pilgrims, right through to the end of
the twentieth century. Every distillery that was around at that time is comprehensively covered. The vast majority of American
whiskeys on the market are described. There are cocktail recipes, recipes for appetizers, entrees, and desserts, all containing whiskey.
There's even a chapter that offers guidance to aficionados visiting Kentucky and Tennessee.
The North American Whiskey Guide from Behind the Bar Aug 25 2019 Featuring tasting notes from blind taste tests conducted by
top bartenders, provides historical background on and reviews two hundred fifty different whiskeys, and includes a selection of
cocktail recipes.
Whiskey Women Feb 21 2022 Shortly after graduating from University of Glasgow in 1934, Elizabeth “Bessie” Williamson began
working as a temporary secretary at the Laphroaig Distillery on the Scottish island Islay. Williamson quickly found herself joining the
boys in the tasting room, studying the distillation process, and winning them over with her knowledge of Scottish whisky. After the
owner of Laphroaig passed away, Williamson took over the prestigious company and became the American spokesperson for the entire
Scotch whisky industry. Impressing clients and showing her passion as the Scotch Whisky Association’s trade ambassador, she soon
gained fame within the industry, becoming known as the greatest female distiller. Whiskey Women tells the tales of women who have
created this industry, from Mesopotamia’s first beer brewers and distillers to America’s rough-and-tough bootleggers during
Prohibition. Women have long distilled, marketed, and owned significant shares in spirits companies. Williamson’s story is one of
many among the influential women who changed the Scotch whisky industry as well as influenced the American bourbon whiskey and
Irish whiskey markets. Until now their stories have remained untold.
Bourbon Jan 11 2021 Fred Minnick traces bourbon's entire history, beginning with the New World settlers and following righ up
through today's booming resurgence.
The Atlas of Bourbon and American Whiskey Mar 25 2022 *** Take a journey through American whiskey, with spirits specialist
Eric Zandona. Eric Zandona - spirits expert at the American Distilling Institute - leads a region-by-region tour of the unique flavours
and stories of American whiskey, from Kentucky's bourbon heartland to New York's Empire Rye revolution. With chapters telling the
story of each key whiskey-producing region, plus profiles of notable distilleries and a flavour guide for their most interesting whiskeys,
you'll learn all there is to know about the only true American spirit. Includes: Maps, facts, historical information Regional guides to
American bourbon, rye, single malt and more Profiles of key distilleries & their must-try whiskeys Cocktail recipes for every region
Whiskey Master Class Sep 30 2022 Go beyond the glass and discover the secrets behind your favorite style of whiskey. Over the past
three decades, Lew Bryson has been one of the most influential voices in whiskey—a longtime editor of Whisky Advocate and author
of the definitive guide Tasting Whiskey. In this book, Lew shares everything he's learned on his journey through the worlds of
bourbon, Scotch, rye, Japanese whiskey, and more (yes, there are tasty Canadian and Irish whiskeys as well!). In this book, you'll find
it all: An overview of the different types of whiskeys, including the rules and identities of each. He also includes information on craft
whiskeys, which tend to be more creative and freewheeling than the styles made by traditional producers. Exploration of the key
whiskey ingredients, with a close look at the flavor contributions of malt, peat, corn, rye, wheat—even water matters. Distillation for
non-distillers and the beauty of barrels: Whiskey is both an art and a science, and what's in the glass is affected by things like pot stills
vs. column stills, barrel char, and of course, time. Numerous interviews with master distillers, still makers, and other artisans at the top
of their field. Tasting notes throughout so you can identify the whiskeys you might want to try next. Every chapter contains a variety of
unique, often behind-the-scenes photography. And with whiskey as the subject, this is a class where you'll want to do the homework!

The Whiskey Cookbook May 27 2022 Unlock the secret to whiskey pairings with The Whiskey Cookbook. Wine isn’t the only drink
that can accompany a good meal. In this cookbook, whiskey takes center stage with signature pairings and top-notch recipes. From rye
with smoked salmon to bourbon with apple pie, experiment with diverse flavor profiles that pair with and improve the taste of these
spirits. With hundreds of different expressions to choose from, a good bottle of whiskey is an ingenious way to bring your meals to the
next level. Inside you’ll find: - Menus that pair well with bourbon, rye, scotch, and single malts - Detailed tasting notes for a variety of
expressions - A guide to the full spectrum of whiskey flavors and aromas Balance out delectable dishes or give them a perfect punch,
??and bring depth and complexity to each meal with this spirited collection. This is a new way to think, drink, and appreciate the world
of whiskey. Raise your glass, it’s time to eat with The Whiskey Cookbook.
Bourbon [Boxed Book & Ephemera Set] Jan 23 2022 A deluxe illustrated history of and guide to Kentucky bourbon, featuring
framing-quality reproductions of archival photographs, rare bottle labels, and more, all in an elegant boxed set with a pull-out drawer.
Bourbon, we soon realized, was not just a good drink. It was a drink with a story, from a place, with an unbreakable tie to the people
and the land that produced it. Whiskey expert Clay Risen explores the origins, history, and evolution of America’s distilling craft and
culture in this luxurious boxed set. From boom to bust and back again, Risen tells the engrossing story of Kentucky whiskey, using
interviews, photographs, and archival material to illuminate the singular region where bourbon was born. This meticulously researched
book details how bourbon is made, how best to enjoy it, and how to build your own collection, along with profiles of the distilleries
and makers that form the landscape of bourbon country. The one-of-a-kind boxed set features a pull-out drawer that holds beautifully
reproduced distillery maps and blueprints, rare bottle labels, and historical photographs.
Whiskey Cocktails Jun 23 2019 Grab your bow tie and a rocks glass, because we're talking all about one of the most classic - and classy
- spirits. Whether you like bourbon, scotch or rye, whiskey's diverse and complex taste will be your new go-to drink for parties,
gatherings, or evenings in your study with a roaring fire. Whiskey can be an intimidating drink to the uninitiated. Most folks may not
be able to drink it straight. We've got you covered. The Cocktail Whisperer, Warren Bobrow, author of Apothecary Cocktails (Fair
Winds Press) incorporates some of the best whiskeys into hand-crafted cocktails that bring out the subtle notes and flavors of any good
bourbon or scotch. Whiskey Cocktails features 75 traditional, newly-created, and original recipes for whiskey-based cocktails. This
wonderfully crafted book also features drink recipes from noted whiskey experts and bartenders. One of the best new whiskey books of
2014 - TastingTable.com "In the cocktail movement, most cocktail books have ignored the whiskey drinker's palate, making us flip
through pages of vodka, gin, and rum recipes before getting to a good whiskey recipe. In Whiskey Cocktails, Warren Bobrow did us all
a favor. He makes cocktails with Scotch, Irish whiskey, Canadian whiskey, bourbon, Tennessee whiskey and a few others. Bobrow
freshens up classic cocktail recipes and offers a few recipes that will surely become classics themselves. Finally, we, whiskey drinkers,
have our own cocktail book to cherish. Thanks, Warren, for skipping all those other spirits. Whiskey Cocktails treats whiskey as the
rightful king it is. - Fred Minnick, author of Whiskey Women: The Untold Story of How Women Saved Bourbon, Scotch & Irish
Whiskey "Warren has done it again. Whiskey Cocktails is a sublime journey of the senses with mouthwatering recipes and exquisite
photography. Warren leads you on a historic and personal tour and keeps you reeled in with his graceful prose that emanates from the
heart. An ardent sensualist, he approaches cocktails in the way an untarnished artist approaches the canvas--guileless, ingenious, and
heartfelt. His cocktail compositions are true works of art that will stand the test of time. His commitment to sourcing unique,
refreshing, quality ingredients to enhance his cocktails is second to none and it shows in the elaborate, delectable concoctions he
wields." - Robert Sickler, Master of Whisky "Before I made the drinks, I could already taste them. Warren's ability to articulate the
subtlety of the flavors in his recipes makes possible tasting by reading." - Allison Goldberg, founder, Fruitations Craft Soda & Cocktail
Mixers "Warren Bobrow uses his great knowledge of mixing flavors to provide a book of extraordinary whiskey cocktails that will be
enjoyed by all." - Michael Veach, bourbon historian, The Filson Historical Society (Louisville, KY)
Classic Bourbon Dec 10 2020
Whiskey Tasting Notebook Dec 30 2019
How to Be a Bourbon Badass Feb 09 2021 There is no right or wrong way to drink bourbon—in a cocktail, straight up, on the rocks, or
with a splash of soda. You will never know which is your way until you try them all, and How to Be a Bourbon Badass will guide you
on the path of your own bourbon adventure. In How to Be a Bourbon Badass, Linda Ruffenach tells the story of her own personal
journey with bourbon and shares behind-the-scenes tales from bourbon industry experts and rock stars. She captures the storied history
of America’s native spirit, explains the process of making liquid gold, and offers top-notch cocktail, dinner, and dessert recipes for the
novice and connoisseur alike. From tales of legendary master distillers to stories of women whose lives were changed through
newfound bourbon badass confidence, and from recipes for classics like the bourbon highball to fresh twists like strawberry bourbon
lemonade with rosemary, Linda Ruffenach will redefine your perceptions of bourbon and those who savor it. Your journey to
becoming a bourbon badass begins here.
Whiskey Apr 01 2020 A Manhattan or a Sazerac; neat, on the rocks, or with a splash of soda—no matter how it’s served up, whiskey is
synonymous with the poet’s inspiration and the devil’s spirit. Be it bourbon, rye, corn, Irish, or Scotch, whiskey has an infamous and
celebrated history from a sometimes lethal, herb-infused concoction to a high-quality, meticulously crafted liquor. In Whiskey, Kevin
R. Kosardelivers an informative, concise narrative of the drink’s history, from its obscure medieval origins to the globally traded
product that it is today. Focusing on three nations—Scotland, Ireland, and America—Kosarcharts how the technique of distillation
moved from ancient Egypt to the British Isles. Contrary to popular claims, there were no good old days of whiskey: before the
twentieth century, consumers could never be sure just what was being poured in their cup—unscrupulous profiteers could distill
anything into booze and pawn it off as whiskey. Eventually, government and industry established legal definitions of what whiskey is
and how it could be made, allowing for the distinctive styles of whiskey known today. Whiskey explains what whiskey is, how it is
made, and how the types of whiskey differ. With a list of suggested brands and classic cocktail recipes for the thirsty reader, this book
is perfect for drink and food enthusiasts and history lovers alike.
The American Whiskey Tasting Notebook Mar 01 2020 Fresh from the success of their best selling book, The Bourbon Tasting
Notebook, authors Susan Reigler and Michael Veach are pleased to share this new tasting logbook for other American whiskeys,
featuring nearly 250 brands. The American Whiskey Tasting Notebook will give whiskey lovers the perfect way to track their whiskey
samplings of American, Blended, Corn, Rye, Wheat, and Other Grains apart from bourbon. Authors Susan Reigler and Michael Veach

sampled every brand featured, documenting the flavors, tastes and smells they experienced, along with the proof, age, type, style, mash
bill, color, price, nose, taste, and finish for each whiskey, and full-color photos of each bottle for easy reference. They did not assign
ratings, letting the reader make their own determination. The whiskeys are also indexed by proof and style, along with a checklist so
each person can keep track of what has been sampled and record his or her preferences.
Classic Bourbon, Tennessee & Rye Whiskey Apr 25 2022 A study of American whiskey containing the author's tasting notes. This
book covers bourbon, Tennessee and rye whiskey and tells the story of each distillery and brand, from world leaders such as Jim Beam
to rarely bottled drinks like Jack Daniel's Barrel House.
The Art of American Whiskey Aug 06 2020 A visual history of American whiskey, as told through hundreds of whiskey bottle
labels, from early, pre-Prohibition-era days to the present. Just as wine is to the French or beer is to the Germans, whiskey--especially
bourbon and rye--is an integral part of the history and culture of the United States. The Art of American Whiskey traces the arc of this
beloved, renowned spirit--from its earliest days in the Colonial era, through the Civil War, Prohibition, Great Depression, and up to the
current craft-distilling boom. Illustrated with 100 full-color modern and historic labels from the most iconic bottles ever made, The Art
of American Whiskey is an instant collectible and a fantastic gift for any whiskey enthusiast or design lover. Captions, sidebars,
profiles and short histories tell the story of the pioneers and places behind the labels, and each chapter features era-appropriate recipes
from all-star bartenders and cocktail experts that will tickle any tippler's fancy.
Whisk(e)y Distilled Apr 13 2021 Offers a basic primer on whiskey and whiskey drinking, looking at the characteristics of different
types of whiskey, the distillation process, and appreciation tips.
Whiskey Sep 26 2019 Discover the secrets of whiskey's aromas and flavors, the stories behind great distilleries, and expert tasting
notes in this updated edition originated by one of the most highly respected commentators in the whiskey world, Michael Jackson.
From grain to glass, Whiskey tells you everything and anything you'll ever want to know about whiskey, from storing and serving
whiskey, to whiskey cocktails, to pairing whiskey with food. In addition to a refreshed design, this updated edition includes the recent
names in whiskey today, a new section devoted to American craft distilleries, and the addition of new distilleries from across Europe,
Africa, Asia, and Australia.
Women's Whiskey Tasting Review Sep 06 2020 The purpose of this ultimate whiskey pub crawl planner is to keep all your various
whiskey drinking information, all drinking thoughts organized in one easy to find spot.
Whiskey Tasting Notebook Nov 20 2021
Dark Spirits Oct 27 2019 Don't be afraid of the dark - the dark spirits, that is. Oh, vodka and gin have their place, but whiskey, rum,
Scotch, bourbon, rye, and their kind are so much deeper and more complicated; they make white spirits pale by comparison. Time was,
these brown liquors were relegated to serious (or dare we say sober?) solo sipping or perhaps the occasional old-fashioned mixture like,
well, the Old Fashioned. But a cocktail renaissance has brought dark spirits back to their rightful station: as lively, engaging drink
components that can mix it up in a full array of new-fashioned libations In this clever compendium of all drinks dark, A.J. Rathbun
revisits the lively, witty, informative mood of his award-winning cocktail bible Good Spirits. It's a trip to the lighter side of dark spirits,
as the book's thematic recipe chapters demonstrate. Bartender's Choice presents the favorite creations of some of today's top
mixologists, and the sparkling quaff s in Bubbly Refreshers are sure to take the edge off a hot day. Powerful Punches provides piquant
potables in plentiful portions, while the drinks in Hot Stuff will warm you from the inside. Of course, the dark spirits do have their dark
side, as revealed in Drinks That Go Bump in the Night, a chapter that off ers such chill, chilled, and chilling concoctions as Corpse
Reviver and Black Hood (rye, orange liqueur, and Benedictine - well, it sounds innocent enough). And in Dark Classics, you'll find what else? - the classics, such as the Mai Tai, Manhattan, Mint Julep, and, yes, Old Fashioned. But a cocktail book by A.J. is never just
a collection of recipes. In these pages, you will learn everything there is to know about the dark spirits; you'll never again confuse
Cognac and Armagnac, or whiskey and whisky. Moreover, there's a thorough introduction that covers all the basics: techniques,
equipment, ingredients, garnishes, even ice and how to use it. An array of tips and tidbits further enlightens the proceedings, with
quotes of note, party hints, obscure but fun facts, and more. Today's dark spirits are more edgy than old-fashioned. Expand your
cocktail repertoire with this must-have collection that helps shed light into a dark corner of the bar.
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